Great and Little Shelford CE (A) Primary School - PE and Sport Grant Allocation 2016/17
Total amount of funding received for 2016 - 2017: £8,875 and £183.06 remaining from 2015 – 2016 budget = £9,058.06

How we spent the funding:

The effect of the premium on pupils’
PE and sport participation and attainment:

1.

 Knowledge, skills and understanding of teachers
has improved through provision of a sports coach
over the past three years.

2.

Provision of a sports coach for CPD (final
year or a three year team-teaching
approach) in which staff taught lessons
overseen by the coach. £5,580.00
Lunchtime club provision from a sports
coach for one day a week over a three
year period. £1,520




3.

After school tournaments club run by a
sports coach and supported by two
members of school staff. £1,750

4.

Funding has supported the cost of
transport to attend tournaments and
festivals. £1090.00






5.

Practical resources for team games and

storage for these items. Items purchased
from curriculum budget


How we have made sure these
improvements are sustainable:

 All aspects of PE were demonstrated over a three
year period, team-taught and then taught by the
teacher with the coach overseeing. Class teachers
now able to confidently continue this teaching.
Year 5 sports leaders trained each year to lead
 PE subject leader now able to set this up for
games for the younger children and to co-ordinate
subsequent years.
games for two schools in a competition context.
Golden Mile activity set up in the school for all
 Children now able to be independent in running
children. Year 5 children trained to run, monitor
and record this. This is celebrated in Friday’s
this. Children are motivated to participate and
Celebration Assembly and awards are given.
enjoy receiving the rewards.
Numbers have increased from 11 children in the
 The club is well established and well attended.
first year to 40 children (and 3 on the waiting list)
School staff are committed to supporting the club.
this year.
School leadership is committed to enabling groups
to attend tournaments and festivals outside of
Active participation in Local Cluster, School Sports
school.
Partnership and County tournaments. Enthusiasm
for representing the school has increased. Events
are reported on in the newsletter and on the
 Attendance at tournaments and festivals is
website and celebrated in Friday’s Celebration
possible whilst the school sports premium is able
Assembly.
to be used to fund this.
The profile of PE/sports in the school has been
raised.
Enables a whole class to be active for the whole of  This would normally be funded via the Sports’
the PE session.
Premium however the importance and value of
the impact of these activities has meant that the
All resources are clearly labelled and well
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organised in the PE shed.

6.

Practical items to resource SEND sensory
circuits group. Items purchased from
SEND budget

 Enables individuals within a group to be active for
the whole of the session without having to wait
for a turn.

7.

Membership of Cambridge School Sports
Partnership. £1,350

 Access to the possibility of taking part in a large
range of festivals and tournaments.

Training and Networking for PE subject
 Aware of national updates in policy and safety
leader. Supply cost covered by the
issues.
school’s CPD funding.
9. Subscription to 5-a-day giving the
 Increased concentration, engagement and
opportunity for children to be physically
attention is noted following these sessions.
active during lesson time for a short
period in order to boost concentration,
engagement and attention. Items
purchased from curriculum budget
10. Shelford Blue badges purchased to
 Profile of sports increased in school. Children are
recognise the achievement of children
motivated to want to participate. Children’s selfwho have represented the school at
esteem is increased. Children’s physical activity is
tournaments sports during the year.
increased.
£106.88
Total spend 11,396.88 excluding the school budget contribution.
8.

curriculum budget has been used to subsidise
these resources. The teaching CPD will be reduced
next year to accommodate this.
 This would normally be funded via the Sports’
Premium however the importance and value of
the impact of these activities has meant that the
SEND budget has been used to subsidise these
resources. The teaching CPD will be reduced next
year to accommodate this.
 This is possible whilst the school sports premium
is able to be used to fund this.
 Supply cover costs have funded from the school
budget for this year. The teaching CPD will be
reduced next year to accommodate this.
 This would normally be funded via the Sports’
Premium however the importance and value of
the impact of this activity has meant that the
curriculum budget has been used to subsidise
these resources. The teaching CPD will be reduced
next year to accommodate this.
 These purchases would be continued without
funding but would be difficult to sustain.
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